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Optical properties of MFe4P12 filled skutterudites
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Infrared reflectance spectroscopy measurements were made on four members of theMFe4P12 family of filled
skutterudites, withM5La, Th, Ce, and U. In progressing fromM5La to U the system undergoes a metal-
insulator transition. It is shown that, although the filling atom induces such dramatic changes in the transport
properties of the system, it has only a small effect on lattice dynamics. We discuss this property of the
compounds in the context of their possible thermoelectric applications.@S0163-1829~99!11739-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Filled skutterudites1 are a family of compounds with th
general structural formulaMT4X12 (M5alkaline earth, rare
earth, actinide;T5Fe, Ru, Os;X5P, As, Sb!. Previous
studies have shown that their physical properties are in la
part determined by theM atoms. A variety of interesting
physical phenomena, including superconductivity, antifer
magnetism, fluctuating valence, and a metal-insulator tra
tion have been observed among the various members o
filled skutterudites.2–7 Recently these compounds attract
renewed attention due to their potential application as th
moelectric materials.8–10 Mahan and Sofo11 theorized that
optimal thermoelectric properties might be realized for m
terials which possess a sharp feature in the electronic de
of states, which they modeled as a Diracd function. Two
different approaches have been used in attempts to re
this situation experimentally. One is by reducing the dime
sionality of certain materials, as in PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe mul-
tiple quantum wells.12 The other approach, which we discu
here, explores electronicf orbitals of lanthanide atoms tha
are almost completely localized in many lanthanid
containing compounds and which give a contribution to
density of states which is a Lorentzian of very narrow wid
In searching for materials that satisfy the requirements o
lined by Mahan and Sofo, we studied four members of
MFe4P12 family with M5La, Th, Ce, and U as filling atoms

II. EXPERIMENT

Single crystals ofMFe4P12 compounds were grown in
molten-tin flux. High purity~99.9% or better! pieces of the
M elements~La, Th, Ce, or U!, Fe, P, and Sn were placed
a quartz tube in the proportions of 1:4:20:50 and sealed
der 150 mm of ultrahigh purity argon gas. The quartz tu
was placed in a furnace and the temperature was elevate
1050– 1150 °C. The quartz tube was maintained at this t
perature for about a week, and the temperature was
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~16!/11321~8!/$15.00
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decreased at the rate of 2 °C/h. When the temperature o
furnace reached about 600 °C, the quartz tube was drop
into water, and the product of the reaction, consisting
several single crystals embedded in the Sn-P solution,
recovered. These single crystals often grew in the habi
truncated octahedra typical of skutterudite compounds
had dimensions somewhat less than 13131 mm3 ~Fig. 1,
top panel!. They could be isolated after etching the Sn

FIG. 1. A SEM picture of an as-grown LaFe4P12 single crystal
~top panel!. Reflectance spectra~bottom panel! show the impor-
tance of natural surfaces; polishing damages the surface layer o
sample, creating defects that increase resistivity~lower the reflec-
tance!. The phonons are also much weaker due to the lack of lo
range order.
11 321 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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matrix with a concentrated solution of HCl. The cryst
structure of a few of these crystals was verified utilizi
Gandolfi or Laue back-reflection x-ray cameras.

Electrical resistivityrdc(T) measurements were made u
ing a standard four-probe technique. The shape of the c
tals prevented an accurate determination of the sample
ometry and hence of the absolute values ofrdc(T). Instead
the scale of the electrical resistivity data was determin
from the room-temperature value of the resistivity inferr
from the optical measurements. For La- and Th-ba
samples,rdc was extracted as the best fit to the Hage
Rubens formulaR(v)512A2vrdc/p, whereas for Ce- and
U-based samples it was obtained by extrapolating the op
conductivity down to zero frequency.

The electronic structure and charge dynamics inMFe4P12
were studied using infrared and optical reflectance spect
copy. Near-normal incidence reflectanceR(v) of single-
crystal samples ofMFe4P12 was measured at the Universi
of California, San Diego, in the frequency rang
50– 30 000 cm21 ~approximately 5 meV–3 eV!. A single-
crystal sample of LaFe4P12 is shown in the top panel of Fig
1. In our experiments we have collected light reflected
one of the facets of the crystal. To obtain the absolute va
of R(v) samples were coatedin situ with gold or aluminum
in the optical cryostat and the spectrum of a metal-coa
sample was used as a reference. This procedure yields
able absolute values ofR(v) and does not require ambigu
ous corrections for diffuse reflectance.13 Filled skutterudites
provide an excellent illustration of the importance of pe
forming optical measurements on natural surfaces. The
La-based samples that were analyzed differed only with
spect to the condition of their surface: one of the surfa
was polished, the other was not. A scanning electron mic
scope~SEM! picture of the sample with natural, unpolishe
surfaces is shown in Fig. 1~top panel! together with the
far-infrared ~FIR! reflectance of both polished and unpo
ished samples~bottom panel!. Obviously, the polishing pro-
cedure significantly damages the surface layer of the sam
as evidenced by the following features in the reflectivity d
for the polished sample:~1! a lower overall free-electron
reflectance and~2! weaker peaks associated with phono
due to the lack of crystalline long-range order in the surfa
layer. Fortunately, the procedure for measuring reflecta
described above allows us to work with samples of subm
limeter size, thus eliminating the need to produce larger s
faces by polishing. The measured frequency interval was
tended up to 10 eV at ETH on polished specimens
LaFe4P12 and UFe4P12.

The complex conductivitys(v)5s1(v)1 is2(v) and
complex dielectric functione(v)5e1(v)1 i e2(v) were ob-
tained fromR(v) using a Kramers-Kronig analysis. The u
certainty of thes(v) ande(v) spectra due to both low- an
high-frequency extrapolations required for the Krame
Kronig analysis are negligible in the frequency range wh
the actual data exist.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the e
trical resistivity rdc(T). The LaFe4P12 and ThFe4P12 com-
pounds behave like metals, having positive temperature
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efficients of resistivity. The residual resistivity ratio RR
5r~300 K!/r~4.2 K! for the two samples are 94 and 1.
respectively. On the other hand, the resistivities of CeFe4P12
and UFe4P12 have negative temperature coefficients typic
of insulators and semiconductors. The resistivities change
as much as seven orders of magnitude between room
perature and 4.2 K.

Presented in Fig. 3 are the raw reflectivity data at ro
temperature for each of the compounds. As anticipated fr
transport measurements, UFe4P12 shows insulating behavior
The absence of the free-electron background allows a
tailed analysis of the lattice dynamics. Another noticea
feature is relatively high reflectivity (;40%) in the mid-
infrared region (500– 5000 cm21). In most insulating com-
poundsR(v) does not exceed 10% in this range. We pr
pose that this is a result of the high-frequency contribution
the dielectric constante` . This behavior seems to be com
mon for all insulating skutterudites, and will be discuss
further below.

For CeFe4P12, the other known nonmetallic member o
the skutterudite family, the reflectances of the two samp
analyzed were the same at frequenciesv.300 cm21, but
were quite different from each other in the far-infrared r
gion. Sample No. 1 behaved like a semiconductor~some
free-electron background is present!, whereas sample No. 2
was insulating. This sample-to-sample variation was alre
evident in measurements of both transport and thermo

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the dc resistivities
MFe4P12. The absolute values are obtained by extrapolating
optical conductivity down to zero frequency~for U- and Ce-based
samples! and from the Hagen-Rubens fits to the reflectance~for Th-
and La-based samples!. Also shown is the Ioffe-Regel limit calcu
lated for n;1022 cm23 ~typical for conventional metals!. In
ThFe4P12 the carrier concentration is two orders of magnitu
lower, placing the Ioffe-Regel limit much higher. The carrier sc
tering rate~right-hand axis in the top panel! is shown as full circles
for LaFe4P12 and full squares for ThFe4P12. These values are ob
tained by extrapolating the scattering rate to zero frequency~see
Fig. 5!.
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namic quantities.2 Since our optical experiments probe th
bulk of the crystal14 and results show significant variation
between samples, we conclude that this is a bulk eff
Similar to UFe4P12, this material exhibits a high reflectanc
(;50%) in the mid-infrared part of the spectrum. The i
crease in reflectivity in the near-infrared and visible parts
the spectrum is suggestive of interband transitions.

The third member of the family, ThFe4P12, displays me-
tallic behavior. The free-electron reflectance is much hig
here than in CeFe4P12 and UFe4P12, but the relatively low
plasma edge~around 3500 cm21) is an indication of a low
carrier concentration. The increase of the reflectivity in
near-infrared and visible parts of the spectrum is again
dicative of interband transitions.

Finally, LaFe4P12 is also metallic and exhibits a far
infrared reflectivity that decreases as temperature incre
~data not presented in this paper!. From transport measure
ments it is known that this compound is a superconduc
with a transition temperature of around 4.2 K.5 The general
shape of the reflectivity is the same as in ThFe4P12. The only
difference between the two is in the position of the ‘‘plasm
minimum’’ in R(v), which is shifted to about 4000 cm21 in
LaFe4P12 ~see Fig. 3!.

The next step in the analysis is to perform a Krame
Kronig transformation on the raw reflectivity data. To do th
one needs to extrapolate the reflectivity to the regions wh
the actual data are not available. For electrically conduc
samples (LaFe4P12 and ThFe4P12), high FIR reflectance sug
gests using a Hagen-Rubens~HR! extrapolation~commonly
used for metals!: R(v)512A2vrdc/p, where rdc is the
only parameter of the model. The natural way to procee
to userdc from transport measurements and calculateR(v).

FIG. 3. Reflectance spectra of four members of the skutteru
family. The arrows on the graphs for La and Th samples indic
the positions of the ‘‘rattling’’ mode, calculated from the simp
harmonic model~see text for details!.
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But sincerdc was not available, we inverted the procedu
we found the best fit to the reflectance data and used
calculate the absolute values of our transport measurem
~Fig. 2!. The best fits for LaFe4P12 and ThFe4P12 were 85 and
200 mV cm, respectively. A power-law extrapolationR(v)
;1/v4 was used for high frequencies. For the CeFe4P12 and
UFe4P12 samples, we extrapolated the low-frequency p
with a straight line: for the semiconducting CeFe4P12 sample
perfect reflectance at zero frequency was assumed~suggested
by the tendency of the data!, whereas for the insulating
CeFe4P12 and UFe4P12 compounds we assumed a consta
reflectance~horizontal straight line!. For the high-frequency
part the same power law as before was used.

Using these extrapolations, the Kramers-Kronig transf
mation was performed and the frequency dependence fo
complex conductivitys(v) and complex dielectric function
e(v) were obtained. Figure 4 shows results for the real p
of the conductivitys1(v). Characteristics anticipated from
reflectance data are now obvious: LaFe4P12 and ThFe4P12 are
metallic, one of the CeFe4P12 samples is semiconductin
while the other is insulating,15 and, finally, UFe4P12 is insu-
lating.

Conductivity spectra for LaFe4P12 and ThFe4P12 are
clearly Drude-like, but we failed to obtain good fits to th
formula s1(v)5s0 /(11v2t2). Instead, spectra were ana
lyzed within the ‘‘extended’’ Drude model. Here one allow
for the frequency dependence of the scattering rate 1/t. It
can be shown16 that causality requires the effective mass
be frequency dependent as well. The spectra of the quas
ticle effective massm* (v)/me (me is the electron band

te
e

FIG. 4. Real part of the optical conductivity as obtained from
Kramers-Kronig analysis. All spectra show a broad maximu
around 1.5 eV, which we attribute to an interband transition. T
low-frequency part of the CeFe4P12 spectra~thin lines! is obtained
by fitting the reflectance data.
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mass! and scattering rate 1/t(v) can be obtained from the
optical conductivity:

m* ~v!

me
5

vp
2

4p

s2~v!

s1
2~v!1s2

2~v!

1

v
, ~1!

1

t~v!
5

vp
2

4p

s1~v!

s1
2~v!1s2

2~v!
, ~2!

where the plasma frequencyvp
254pne2/me is estimated

from the integration ofs1(v) up to the frequency corre
sponding to the onset of the interband absorption. W
these equations are used to describe the response of a
ventional metal one finds that both the scattering rate
effective mass are independent of frequency. The result
the analysis for LaFe4P12 and ThFe4P12 are presented in Fig
5 ~top and bottom panel, respectively!. For both compounds
the effective mass~right panels! is only slightly enhanced
(m* /me,5) and almost temperature independent. The s
tering rate ~left panels! is linear in frequency~up to
3000 cm21 for LaFe4P12 and 2000 cm21 for ThFe4P12) and is
temperature dependent. The values obtained by extrapola
the curves down to zero frequency~dc limit! are plotted in
Fig. 2 as full squares~for LaFe4P12) and full circles ~for
ThFe4P12). Such a good scaling is not surprising if one co
siders the relationrdc5m* /ne2t and the fact that effective
massm* and carrier concentrationn are temperature inde
pendent. A huge factor of 50 difference in the RRR betwe
La- and Th-based samples is consistent with the tempera
dependence of the scattering rate. At low temperature
phonon contribution is strongly suppressed and the large
sidual scattering in this region for ThFe4P12 indicates that the
La-based sample was much ‘‘cleaner.’’

Figure 6 displays the real part of the complex dielect
functione1(v) up to 3000 cm21 ~0.3 eV! for all the samples,
where contributions from the interband transitions at hig
frequencies are not shown. Also shown are the resona
plasma frequenciesvp* @determined as zero crossings

FIG. 5. Frequency-dependent effective mass~right panels! and
scattering rate~left panels! obtained within the ‘‘extended’’ Drude
formalism of Eqs.~1! and ~2! ~see text!, applied to LaFe4P12 ~top
panels! and ThFe4P12 ~bottom panels!. Note a slight mass enhance
ment and linear frequency dependence of the scattering rate.
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e1(v)# for the LaFe4P12, ThFe4P12, and semiconducting
CeFe4P12, and high-frequency contributionse` for the insu-
lating CeFe4P12 and UFe4P12.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Electronic properties

Electronic properties of both filled and unfilled skutter
dites have been discussed in a number of publications.1,17–19

The filling atom is always assumed to be positively charg
and only weakly bound to the transition-metal pnictog
polyanion. The bonds within the polyanion are considered
be covalent. A simple charge counting method is sometim
used to predict the properties of the compounds. Accord
to this method, the polyanion@Fe4P12#

42 should be isoelec-
tronic with CoP3 (Co4P12) which is semiconducting. The
electronic properties ofMFe4P12 will therefore depend on
the valence state of the filling atomM . Metallic behavior is
indeed observed inMFe4P12, whereM5La, Pr, Nd, Sm, or
Eu is trivalent, and semiconducting behavior in CeFe4P12 and
UFe4P12, where U and Ce may be tetravalent. Howev
there is a growing consensus thatf -electron hybridization
effects better explain the semiconducting behavior in la
materials,20–22as we discuss later in this paper. Furthermo
the charge-counting arguments fail to predict the correct
havior for ThFe4P12, in which Th is believed to be
tetravalent18 and is therefore expected to make the compou
semiconducting ~electronically saturated!. Both the fre-

FIG. 6. Real part of the dielectric function, shown over a n
rower frequency range~up to about 0.3 eV!. Again, thin lines are
used for the simulated region~for CeFe4P12). The low values of the
plasma resonance frequencyvp* are an indication of low carrier
concentrations. The high-frequency contributions to the dielec
function (e`) for insulating Ce- and U-based samples are a
shown. High values are typical of hybridization gap semicond
tors.
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quency~Fig. 4! and temperature~Fig. 2! dependence of the
conductivity clearly demonstrate metallic behavior. Th
simple charge-counting method thus seems insufficient to
plain all the experimental results, and more detailed ba
structure calculations are necessary.

The absolute values of the resistivity data for the meta
samples~Fig. 2, top panel! are approximately two orders o
magnitude higher than in typical metals. Apparently t
curve for the Th-based sample exceeds the value of
mV cm, which is the so-called Ioffe-Regel limit. In conve
tional metals it corresponds to the regime when the car
mean free path is approaching the lattice constant. The v
of 150 mV cm is calculated for conventional metals, whe
n;1022cm23, t;10214s, andm* /me51. From the plasma
frequencyvp we estimated the carrier concentration in t
Th-based sample to be approximately two orders of ma
tude lower (n;1020cm23) which places the Ioffe-Rege
limit for this compound much higher. The spectra of t
dielectric constant~Fig. 6! of LaFe4P12 and ThFe4P12 also
exhibit the characteristics of ‘‘poor’’ metals. The zero cros
ing of the dielectric constant, which determines the plas
resonance frequency,

vp* 5
vp

Ae`

5A4pne2

mee`
, ~3!

is in the range 0.1–0.3 eV, confirming a low carrier conce
tration for both compounds.

Besides having low carrier concentration, these co
pounds also seem to have an unusual frequency depend
of the carrier scattering rate: 1/t;v ~Fig. 5, left panels!. We
believe that this is caused by the interband transitions
are at relatively low frequencies~around 10 000 cm21, Fig.
4! and contribute considerably even below 1000 cm21. The
interband transitions also affect the effective mass: they d
it below the free-electron mass, and even to negative va
~Fig. 5, right panels!.

On the other hand, UFe4P12 and CeFe4P12 display all the
characteristics of insulators or semiconductors. High val
of e` ~17 for UFe4P12, 31 for CeFe4P12 No.1, and 32 for
CeFe4P12 No.2, see Fig. 6! are typical for hybridization gap
semiconductors,23,24 as explained later in the text. This re
sults in the anomalously large mid-infrared reflectance t
was mentioned above. Model calculations of reflectivity
several different values ofe` are presented in Fig. 7. Th
other parameters of the model, obtained as the best fit to
reflectance spectrum of the U-based sample, were kept
stant. It is apparent that the increase ofe` leads to the en-
hancement of the absolute value ofR(v) in the mid-infrared
reflectance.

All conductivity spectra show a broad maximum center
around 1.5 eV~Fig. 4!, a signature of an interband transitio
At this moment, band-structure calculations are available
Ce- and La-based compounds only,20–22 and they do not
show any characteristic feature at this energy range.
CeFe4P12 a gap at the Fermi level of about 0.34 eV
predicted,22 but our spectrum indicates a somewhat sma
value of about 0.15 eV. This value is also consistent w
the activation energy obtained from fitting resistivi
measurements to an activation conduction form,r
5r0 exp(DE/kBT), in the temperature range 80 K,T
x-
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,150 K which yields an activation energyDE of around
0.13 eV.2 One possible origin of the insulating behavior th
has been previously put forward2 is hybridization between
the f -electron orbitals present in UFe4P12 and CeFe4P12 with
the conduction electrons which opens a gap in the electro
density of states at the Fermi energy. This would be ana
gous to the hybridization gap seen in the intermediate va
systems SmB6 and SmS,25 except that the latter material
have considerably smaller activation energies th
CeFe4P12. Band-structure calculations22 also suggest that Ce
4 f states hybridize strongly with Fe 3d and phosphorusp
states in the vicinity of the Fermi level. The notion of h
bridization is also supported by the experimental findin
presented in this paper. Namely, hybridization gap semic
ductors are predicted23 to have~1! high values ofe` and~2!
anomalously large values of Born effective charges~ex-
plained below!. We indeed find experimental evidence f
both of these effects. As La and Th do not have anyf elec-
trons, no hybridization takes place, and thus LaFe4P12 and
ThFe4P12 display metallic behavior. Clearly, additional the
retical and computational work is required to explain the
experimental findings in metallic skutterudites.

B. Phonon spectra

Filled skutterudites crystallize in the cubic structu
@space group Im 3̄2Th

5 ~Ref. 26!#. Applying the correlation
method,27 the following decomposition into the irreducibl
representations is obtained:G52Ag12Eg14Fg12Au
12Eu18Fu . Eight of these modes are infrared active (Fu
species!, eight are Raman active (Ag , Eg , andFg species!
and the other are neither infrared nor Raman active. All
frared active modes are triply degenerate.

Frequencies and oscillator strengths of all phonon mo
identified in the conductivity spectra are given in Table
The numerical values are obtained as the best fits in
classical oscillator model,28

FIG. 7. Model calculations of the reflectance for UFe4P12,
shown for several values of the free parametere` . The phonon
parametersn j andr j for these curves are given in Table I. Appa
ently, an increase ine` leads to an increase in the mid-infrare
reflectance.
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TABLE I. Frequencyv j in cm21 and reduced oscillator strengthr j5Sj /4pv j ~in parentheses! of infrared
active phonon modes atq'0 obtained by a fit to the classical oscillator model.

n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6

LaFe4P12 294 ~0.08! 325 ~0.08! 376 ~0.22!
ThFe4P12 257 ~0.14! 304 ~0.20! 337 ~0.11! 393 ~0.73!
CeFe4P12 104 ~1.17! 255 ~0.07! 305 ~0.14! 338 ~0.13! 396 ~0.51! 414 ~0.01!
UFe4P12 80 ~1.27! 256 ~0.13! 308 ~0.12! 339 ~0.10! 397 ~0.22! 411 ~0.03!
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2v2 . ~4!

Although the group theory analysis predicts eight infrar
active modes, we were able to identify only six from t
spectra of the insulating samples. The oscillator strength
the other two was probably below our detection limits. D
to a high free-electron contribution to the conductivity, on
four phonons are identified in the Th-based sample and t
in the La-based sample. Interestingly, except for the low
lying mode, all peaks are at nearly the same frequency in
compounds. We propose below that they are due to
Fe4P12 sublattice. The filling ionM is believed not to be very
strongly bound to this sublattice and is free to rattle with
the ‘‘cage.’’ Weak binding could be the reason for the hi
oscillator strength of this mode~Table I!. The most interest-
ing feature of the phonons is that even though the cond
tivity ~carrier concentration! changes by almost three orde
of magnitude going from the U to La samples, the oscilla
strength of the phonon modes is only weakly affected~Table
I!. Despite the fact that the conductivity of ‘‘metallic’
samples is enhanced, the carrier density is still below
electrons/unit cell which is much lower than the effecti
oscillating charge.

C. Effective charges

The discussion in Sec. IV A suggests that the me
insulator transition in theMFe4P12 series is in accord with
the opening of a hybridization gap in the electronic dens
of states. Another predicted feature of the hybridization g
semiconductors are anomalously high values of the effec
dynamic charges.23 Our calculations of the Born dynamica
chargeseB* (M ) for U- and Ce-based samples are indeed
agreement with this prediction. The Born effective char
can be determined from the formula:

(
j

~vLO, j
2 2vTO, j

2 !5
ZeB*

2~m!

VBc2pe`m
, ~5!

wherevLO, j and vTO, j are frequencies of the longitudina
and transverse-optical phonons, respectively,VB is the vol-
ume of the primitive cell,Z is the number of formula units in
the primitive cell (Z52), andm is the reduced mass of th
primitive cell.

In accord with our assignment of phonons in the previo
section, we calculateeB* for the filling ion and Fe4P12 sublat-
tice separately. For the former, the sum on the left-hand
of Eq. ~5! has only one term~the lowest-lying phonon!,
whereas for the latter it runs over all the remaining pea
This procedure gives the following results for the Fe4P12 sub-
d
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lattice: eB* 58.9 in UFe4P12 and 11 in CeFe4P12. Such high
values for a predominantly covalent lattice~covalent bonding
is expected within the Fe4P12 polyanion! indicate that hybrid-
ization plays an important role. The dynamical charge as
ciated with the filling ion is also anomalously high. For U
and Ce-based samples we findeB* of 8.9 and 8.7, respec
tively. Obviously, such high values of the transverse dyna
cal charge~i.e., the one that couples to the external radiat
and that is measured in optical experiments! cannot be due to
the valence state of the ionically bonded filling atoms.

D. Thermoelectric applications

There has been an enormous amount of research in
field of thermoelectric materials in the recent years, w
emphasis on novel materials concepts. The figure of mer
a material for thermoelectric applications is measured by
dimensionless quantity

ZT5
sS2

ke1k l
T, ~6!

whereT is the temperature,s is the electrical conductivity,S
is the Seeback coefficient, andke andk l are electronic and
lattice contributions to the thermal conductivity. For theTE
materials to be competitive with conventional cooling sy
tems, ZT'3 is required.8 The filled skutterudites~e.g.,
LaFe3CoSb12 and CeFe3CoSb12) attracted attention as poten
tial thermoelectric materials because it was shown that t
exhibit large Seebeck coefficients typical of semiconduct
yet have moderately high electrical conductivity and a
very low lattice thermal conductivityk l .8,10,29 The latter
property has been attributed to the localized, incoherent
brations ~rattling! of the filling ions within the atomic
‘‘cages’’ formed by the other atoms. The hypothesis w
based on ultrasound, neutron diffraction, and specific-h
measurements, and on the fact thatk l for the unfilled skut-
terudite CoSb3 was several times larger at all temperatures30

We believe that the lowest-lying phonon~which varies in
frequency from compound to compound! is this rattling
mode. All other phonons can be attributed to the dynamic
the Fe4P12 sublattice, which explains their similarity in a
four compounds~both in frequency and in strength!. It has
been recently suggested30,31 that the rattling of the filling ion
can be treated as a localized vibrational mode. We note
in UFe4P12 and CeFe4P12 the frequencies of the lowest-lyin
mode scale asAk/M , whereM is the mass of the filling ion
andk is the force constant, found to be the same in Ce- a
U-based crystals. This scaling suggest that the filling ion
weakly bound to the lattice. If the filling ion were strong
bound to the lattice, one would expect the force constan
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be quite different for different ions. Based on the calcula
value of the force constant we estimate the phonon frequ
cies for the same mode in ThFe4P12 and LaFe4P12. They are
expected to be around 82 and 141 cm21, respectively~indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 3!. The free-electron background i
raw reflectance data in this frequency range for these
compounds is too high to allow detection of any phonon

In order to produce viable thermoelectric materials, ca
ful tuning of the compound’s carrier concentration is r
quired. Several alloying schemes are possible within
filled skutterudites. Compounds of the formM (TxT42x8 )X12,
MT4(XyX122y8 ), or evenM (TxT42x8 )(XyX122y8 ) have been
successfully synthesized.8,10,29 Recently compounds of th
form La12xCexRu4P12 (0<x<1) were produced at high
pressures,32 demonstrating the ability to varyx continuously
over the entire alloying range. We believe that this may
low us to design a material whose electrical and therm
conductivities are optimal for thermoelectric applications.

Finally, we want to discuss our experimental results fro
the point of view of Mahan and Sofo’s theory.11 They point
out that all transport coefficients relevant for thermoelec
materials~s, S, andke) are functions of the electronic den
sity of statesNel(E). They find, in the case of a materia
with the minimum lattice thermal conductivityk l
'2 mW/~cm K), that a sharp feature~theoretically a Diracd
function! in the electronic density of states located 2.4kBT
away from the Fermi level is needed to maximizeZT. This
is equivalent to having a resonance approximately 60 m
~at room temperature! above or below the Fermi level. Non
of the materials we have analyzed in this paper shows
characteristic feature on this energy scale~Fig. 4!. We are
currently studying another member of the skutterudites fa
ily, YbFe4Sb12,

7 and find interesting charge dynamics in t
anticipated energy range.33
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented evidence in this paper that trans
and optical properties of the filled skutterudites are prima
determined by the filling ion. The experimental results su
port the idea that hybridization plays an essential role
determining the properties of theMFe4P12 compounds. From
the optical spectrum of samples withM5Ce and U, we in-
ferred the following properties:~1! a gap in the electronic
density of states,~2! a large value of the dynamical effectiv
charges, and~3! an enhanced dielectric constant at high fr
quenciese` . Localized, incoherent vibrations~‘‘rattling’’ !
of the filling ions were successfully modeled as Einstein
cillators, in agreement with recent reports.30,31,34Atomic sub-
stitutions at this site will not only tailor the electrical con
ductivity of the material but may also increase the phon
scattering due to the rattling of the various filling ions. W
believe that this method~atomic substitution at the filling
atom site!, combined with alloying at the Fe and P site
opens possibilities for significant improvements of the th
moelectric coefficient. Further research, especially meas
ments of thermal conductivity, is needed to verify the
ideas.
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